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Citrine, the last unmated gemstone dragon and mentor to the metal dragons, has finally gotten his

story!Citrine Vanderguard has searched tirelessly for his mate. And now, hundreds of miles later,

he's found her. She's on the brink of mating someone she can't possibly love, all for the sake of

responsibility. So he does the only thing he can to win over the curvy, confident woman that makes

the dragon inside him roar with approval: challenge the jerk that would be her mate to a fight for her

hand.Robbie can't believe her eyes when Citrine, her former coworker in Seattle who she felt an

irresistible attraction to, shows up on her doorstep out of nowhere. What's more, he's here to

challenge her fiancÃ©. But in spite of the audacious overture, the tall, muscular man with dark

brown hair and amber eyes that are warm like a sunset still has the same effect on her body and

heart.As time ticks by leading up to the fight that will determine her destiny, subtle attraction blazes

into pure fire. Though Citrine knows he'll do anything for Robbie, she will have to make the ultimate

choice between familial responsibility and personal happiness. And whispers of a big, bad wolf in

the mountains of Robbie's home may be more than just a fairy tale.Citrine is the fourth book in the

Date-A-Dragon series! It contains ridiculously hot dragons, steamy romance, and strong, curvy

women. Enjoy!
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Citrine and Robbie's story was very interesting. Citrine showed his determined and not so layed

back side. Not only did he surprise Robbie, but he surprised me, the reader. Robbie is an alpha

shifter who is truly Stuck in the Middle. She must do her duty for her clan, but sacrificing the

possibility of better things is killing her. And then serious Citrine shows up on her doorstep. Holy

moly he makes things interesting for her, her family, and her entire town. This was very good.I now

am curious about Mercury and the blonde, blue eyed new characters.

I just read Citrine and Robbie feel in love with it. I'm looking forward to see a wolf and dragon

babies. I was so happy that her parents were happy that Robbie was going to get involved with the

wolf shifter ( he is really bad ) .I excited to hear about what might be happening soon with new

dragons. I hope you enjoy this book like I did.

Well I am glad to see that Citrine finally recognized Robbie as his mate. Having to fight for her

against an alpha wolf with special powers proved to be a learning experience for Citrine. Getting to

use his special powers proved to be a mistake as he may have alerted others to our planet. Great

story! I can't wait to read the next book.

I was so happy to read this story. Happiest to see that Citrine finally realized that his mate was also

his dear friend. Ronnie's was shocked to find Citrine at her door step, while her fiancee and his folks

were getting all the final details to their upcoming mating ceremony. Citrine was just in time. Their

story is strong and continues to grow. Loved the journey they take together.

I have so enjoyed reading Terry's dragon series. The Citrine and Robbie characters are some of my

favorites. Although less humorous than many of the dragon books in the Date/Rent/Hire-A-Dragon

series, Citrine is a romantic and satisfying conclusion to the Date-A-Dragon series. I look forward to

reading Terry's new series.

Loved loved loved this series it gets better and better. Great characters great secondary charcters

and complete story can't wait see what next from this author. Great read if love dragons with

actions, humor, and shift loving, feisty great woman leads and family and friends good guys and bad

ones



I have been waiting to see if he would finally get his book so for me to read this it was so exciting to

read but also very sad because that brought Date a Dragon to the end. This story was so good you

just never knew what was going to happen next. Waiting to see what might be next .

Awesome! I love the different shifters coming together. So often it's a human woman with a shifter

male. We need more female shifters. Citrine and Robbie are wonderful together. They support each

other and bring out the best in each other. Another great book by Terry Bolryder.
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